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ABSTRACT
The Phébus test FPT-1 investigated fission product release from irradiated fuel followed by transport in
the reactor coolant system and into the simulated containment during a severe accident. The test was
divided into three phases: i) core degradation, ii) aerosol transport, and iii) iodine chemistry phase. In this
work, we revisit the analysis of fission product release from the fuel and the transport in the reactor coolant
system during the first two phases of the test. The analyses are carried out using the integral severe accident
code MELCOR2.2 as preparation for further uncertainty quantification study of mentioned input deck.
Earlier analyses have shown that the cumulative fission product transport through the reactor coolant
system was relatively well predicted [1], but the relative deposition of fission products on the hot surfaces
in the upper parts of the bundle and on the steam generator surfaces was not properly reproduced. In this
work, we assess the effect of fission product speciation and MELCOR fission product release models on
the release from fuel and transport in the reactor coolant system. The Cs speciation affects mostly Cs
distribution among Cs classes and their masses at the end of the transient. The release models influence
mainly the quantity of the total aerosol mass in the containment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Phébus experiments provided crucial data used to improve modelling and code development. The
MUSA project in which this study was done focuses on management and uncertainties of severe accidents
(SA) [2]. The aim of the project is to increase the accuracy of the SA analysis by decreasing the uncertainty
of the simulation results. Nowadays, the SA uncertainty issue has become more and more essential, and it
is investigated internationally by leading institutions like U.S. NRC[3] and IAEA[4]. The FPT-1
experiment was chosen as a base case to test and develop a methodology to carry out uncertainty
quantification (UQ) analysis in the MUSA project and as a precursor which let participants establish a
common path for further project evolution. The project’s primary goal is to develop a severe accident UQ
methodology. A few factors, such as tools, approach to uncertain parameters implementation, statistical
analysis, and correct definition of the input deck, were notified as crucial and investigated in the project.
The presented sensitivity study is the first approach of the UQ analysis in Work Package 4 (WP4) of the
MUSA project, in which the authors assess the influence of the Cs speciation on the final results. As a
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computation tool, MELCOR2.2 has been chosen with DAKOTA for statistical analysis. Coupling
MELCOR and DAKOTA is done within the SNAP environment, allowing the user to efficiently manage
the whole UQ process and generate reports with the main results.
The MUSA project focus on the source term phenomenology, and therefore, the FPT-1 test was chosen as
the first subject to investigate within WP4 - Application of UQ Methods against Integral Experiments. The
test was performed in 1996. The test set-up was composed of 18 irradiated and 2 fresh pressurized water
reactor (PWR) fuel rods with high burn up (~23 GWd/tU). Control rods material was Ag-In-Cd (AIC).
The simulated scenario was a LOCA in the low-pressure steam environment [5].
Phébus experiments are widely used for model evaluation, development, and code validation, including
severe accident codes like MELCOR. Numerous publications confirm their importance and usefulness in
showing the impact of the new models or testing different approaches [6],[7],[8]. One of the phenomena
revealed from the FPT experiments was the importance of chemical forms of the fission products and the
impact of the poison material on the final source term [1],[9].
In this study, the authors evaluate the FPT-1 input deck and perform sensitivity analysis to help understand
the uncertainties of the models and the input deck. As a first step, MELCOR 1.8.6 FPT-1 input deck was
converted in the SNAP environment to the MELCOR 2.2 and cross-checked with available experimental
data to ensure representation of expected behavior. As the MUSA is not a benchmark, the focus was on
the impact of the sensitivity cases on the investigated parameters, i.e., aerosol concentration in the
containment and deposition in the reactor coolant system (RCS). However, it was observed that the base
case results were in acceptable agreement with the experimental results.
Based on the Phébus experiment results and following investigations [1],[9], Cesium (Cs) speciation
significantly impacts the Cs release from the fuel and subsequent transport. This paper aims to investigate
the impact of Cs speciation on the fission product release to the containment and retention in the RCS. The
same Figures Of Merits (FOMs) will later be used for the UQ study:
•
•

Aerosol amount in the containment atmosphere.
Cesium retention in the circuit [as % of Cs released from the core].

In addition, the effect of different fuel release models on Cs release and transport will be assessed.

2. METHOD
2.1 Input deck description
The input deck used in this work is based Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) MELCOR 1.8.6 input deck
[7] converted to MELCOR2.2 using SNAP and modified to ensure best practice and use the latest models
in MELCOR. A precise description of the FPT-1 experiment based on which input deck and scenario
sequence was developed is possible to find in FPT1 final reports [10].
The visualization and the templates were developed in the SNAP environment. The nodalization of the
input deck is shown in Figure 1. Input deck contains 281 Control Functions (CF), 31 Control Volumes
Hydrodynamics (CVH), 72 Heat Structures (HS), and 29 Flow Paths (FL). The core is divided axially into
31 levels and radially into two rings. Each of the core axial levels is connected with a separate HS, the rest
of CVHs are arranged similarly. The uranium and zircaloy are proportionally distributed in both core rings.
Control rods material is placed only in the 1st ring. The supporting steel and zircaloy are located at the
bottom of the core.
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In the radionuclide package (RN) the CORSOR-Booth for high burn-up fuel is used as a base release
model. Default values for MELCOR 2.2 were used to define the CORSOR-Booth class scaling factors
except Class 7 (Mo) which was set up to 0.2 based on [11]. Calculations were done with the chemisorption
model activated.
One of the FPT1 experiment outcomes was that the control rod material releases significantly affect the
airborne aerosol mass in the containment. Further, it was observed that values decisively different from
the MELCOR default values were needed for the AIC release parameters to match the experimental results
with the calculations. Therefore, it was decided to address the release of control rod materials and
corresponding model parameters as part of the study.
In MELCOR, control rod materials are implemented in the COR package and thereby not available for
release as aerosols or vapors. In order to model the release of the control rod materials to the gas phase,
the user needs to define additional radionuclide classes with corresponding parameters for the control rod
materials. The authors added three new classes for the control rod materials: AG-CR, IN-CR, and CD-CR.
An additional goal of this study is to understand better the impact of the AIC releases on the Source Term
(ST) and possibly consider related parameters as uncertain parameters in further studies.
To achieve the experimentally observed release of the AIC, adding Ag, In and Cd radionuclide classes to
the radionuclide (RN) package was necessary. For this purpose, the following sensitivity coefficients (SC)
needed to be defined for AIC classes:
• 7103 – Class Scaling Factors,
• 7110 – Vapor Pressure,
• 7111 – Vapor Diffusivity Constants,
• 7120 – Class Molecular Weights.
The values for the necessary sensitivity coefficients along with RN class mapping were defined based on
data published in [9].

Figure 1 FPT1 MELCOR input nodalization.
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2.2. CPU time consumption with and without Control Rods releases model
Because the presented work is a part of the UQ project, MUSA, it is crucial to control CPU time
consumption when implementing additional features into the input deck. In the UQ, many calculations
need to be performed, which increases CPU time significance.
Figure 2 shows CPU consumption for various MELCOR packages. Overall, implementing the AIC release
model increases computational time; however, not significantly and the biggest difference is noted for
COR package. This relatively small difference lets us use it in the base case calculation and the further
UQ study without increasing the needed CPU time.



Without AIC:
With AIC:

Time= 3.038008E+04 s, total CPU time= 1.772402E+04
Time= 3.038008E+04 s, total CPU time= 1.803917E+04

Figure 2 Comparison of CPU time consumption by different MELCOR packages in case with and
without AIC releases model. WO-without AIC release model, RN radionuclide, HS-Heat
Structures, CVH-Control Volume, COR-Core

2.3. Sensitivity of Cs speciation and release model
The main goal of this study was to investigate the impact of differently modelled Cs speciation on the
results in light of the uncertainty quantification of severe accident analysis with a focus on source term
assessment. MELCOR gives a few possibilities to implement Cs speciation. In the MELCOR “Best
practices” [12], Cs is divided into three different species: CsOH, CsI, and Cs 2MoO4, with CsOH
representing the gap inventory, CsI the whole iodine inventory and Cs 2MoO4 being the rest of Cs in the
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fuel. The user can also include additional Cs species as needed. In this work, we used the existing Cs
species available in MELCOR and distributed Cs in the available species in three different ways.
Additionally, the impact of the different release models was studied by performing the same Cs speciation
calculations with two different release options. In total, six sensitivity calculations were performed and
analyzed, see Table 1 and Table 2.
Release models have a potentially strong influence on the source term calculation. Two of them were
chosen for this study to evaluate their impact on previously mentioned FOMs.
• CORSOR-Booth model for high burn-up fuel (model activation flag in MELCOR: -5). This model
is based on the Booth diffusion model, and it calculates total mass release rate as a combination of
diffusion and gas-phase mass transport (evaporation) rates (eq.1). The total mass released (𝑚̇𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘 ) by
gas transport (𝑚̇𝑘,𝑔𝑎𝑠 ), and diffusion release rate (𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑘 ) for class k:
𝑚̇𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘

1
1
]
=[
+
𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑘 𝑚̇𝑘,𝑔𝑎𝑠

−1

(𝑒𝑞. 1)

Where
𝑚̇𝑘,𝑔𝑎𝑠 = 𝑁𝑢

𝐷𝑘 𝑃𝑘
𝐴
𝑑 𝑅𝑇

(𝑒𝑞. 2)

𝐷𝑘 - diffusion coefficient calculated for Cs
𝑄

𝐷𝐶𝑠 = 𝐷0 𝑒 −𝑅𝑇 (𝑒𝑞. 3)
d - fuel pellet diameter, A - surface area of the fuel rod, Nu – Nusselt number, 𝑃𝑘 - the
vapor pressure of the class, R - universal gas constant, T - temperature, Q - activation
energy, D0 – pre-exponential factor which is a function of the fuel burn-up
𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹𝐶𝑠 = [

1
1
]
−
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐶𝑠 𝑚̇𝐶𝑠,𝑔𝑎𝑠

−1

(𝑒𝑞. 4)

𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑘 = 𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹𝐶𝑠 ∙ 𝑆𝑘 (𝑒𝑞. 5)
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐶𝑠 =

[(𝑓 ∑ 𝐷′ ∆𝑡) − (𝑓 ∑ 𝐷′ ∆𝑡)𝑡 ]𝑉𝜌
(𝑒𝑞. 6)
(1 − 𝑓)∆𝑡

𝑆𝑘 –MELCOR release scaling factor, ρ - molar density of UO2 in the fuel, V -fuel volume,
𝐷′ -temperature dependent diffusion coefficient calculated for Cs.
The diffusion release rate is calculated for Cs (eq.4), while for the rest of the RN classes it is evaluated
by multiplying the Cs diffusion release rate by pre-defined scaling factors (eq.5) [13],[14]. This
modelling approach bound all the releases with Cs release, which simplifies the calculation but at the
same time could increase uncertainty.
• Revised CORSOR-Booth (model activation flag in MELCOR: ORNL or -7) for high burn-up fuel.
The class release rates are no longer bound to the Cs release in this model. Instead, scaling of the
diffusion release rate as it presented in eq.5 the diffusion coefficient is scaled (eq.7). Thus this
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solution allow independent releases for all RN classes (eq.7) as it is done for Cs class described above
[13],[14].
𝑄

𝐷𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐷0 𝑒 −𝑅𝑇

(eq.7)

Detailed description of the models is available in MELCOR workshop materials [13] and in
MELCOR reference manual [15].
Cs speciation sensitivity was investigated by defining Cs speciation by three options:
• Inventory (INV): Pre-definition of the initial inventory masses. The user can manually calculate and
implement the CsI and CsM masses. It means that according to the available initial mass of the Cs, I,
and Mo in the RN classes, users can compose inventory for each one and manually implement it as a
new initial speciation of the inventory. This solution requires more actions from the user; however, it
also gives more flexibility. In this option, the initial inventory is extended by artificially implementing
masses of the CsM and the CsI classes via modifying the RN1_FPN card. In the presented study, the
authors decided to use all available mass of the Cs and I as a substrate for CsI and CsM classes; thus,
the initial mass of the Cs, I, and Mo classes were decreased accordingly.
• CARD: The class combination at release time[15]. MELCOR combines the classes defined by the
user proportion based on the molecular weights. The limitation is the mass availability of the source
classes at a given time step. The combination is done automatically by MELCOR, and the user needs
to define only stoichiometric proportions of the elements in the formed compounds. In presented
calculations, the Cs and the I class will be stoichiometrically combined into CsI instantaneously upon
release in proportion 1 to 0.5 because I in MELCOR RN class is represented as I2. The Cs with Mo
are combined in proportion 2 to 1. The class combination is implemented by the RN1_CLS card,
where the CsM and CsI are determined.
• Only_Cs: In this option, all the Cs is in the Cs class as CsOH

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Cs release from fuel
The first investigated parameter is the Cs release. The presented results are calculated for the end state of
the transient (30000s).
Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 show a comparison of the Cs releases and retention in the RCS
between investigated sensitivity cases. In the "Inventory" and the "Card" case, the Cs was divided into
above mentioned three classes, Cs (CsOH), CsI (CsI), CsM (Cs2MoO4). Moreover, the results are
presented as Cs element and percentage of the initial mass. The element mass is calculated based on the
mass proportion of the elements in the mentioned compounds. Used percentages for the Cs element mass
calculations are 88.655%, 62.434% and 51.155% respectively for CsOH, Cs2MoO4 and CsI. Table 1 and
Table 3 correspond to the standard CORSOR-BOOTH model, and Table 2 and Table 4 to the revised
CORSOR-BOOTH model. All values in the Tables 1-4 are based on MELCOR radioactive masses. In the
“Only_Cs” option, there is no release of CsI and CsM as Cs is only present as CsOH.
It was seen that the selected speciation of Cs made a difference in the mass of released Cs, Table 1. The
largest mass of Cs was released from the fuel when all Cs was assumed as CsOH. This is to be expected
due to the high vapor pressure of CsOH at temperatures during fission product release. In the option
“Inventory”, a large fraction of Cs is released as Cs2MoO4, and the rest as CsI with a small amount of
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CsOH. In the option “Card”, the Cs release is the lowest of the selected options. This low value can be
explained by the higher fraction of CsI, which has been shown to have a lower vapor pressure than
Cs2MoO4 under oxidizing conditions [16]. It should be noted that selected Cs speciation options were
chosen to get three decisively different representations of Cs speciation during release from the fuel.
The difference in the Cs releases between the CORSOR-BOOTH, Table 1, and the revised CORSORBOOTH, Table 2, is not significant compared to the Cs speciation impact. The percentage of the Cs
inventory released in the experiment was about 84% [17],[18]. The calculated release percentage of the
initial inventory is comparable with the experimental results. The calculations show that the “only Cs” and
“Inventory” options agreed relatively well with the experimental data, giving 85-88% release. The “Card”
case calculates around 10% lower release than the other two cases. Presented results show that Cs
speciation affects the composition and the overall mass of the Cs releases. Differently implemented Cs
speciation could affect the ratio of the releases between Cs classes and consequently the final mass of
releases. The impact of the two investigated release models is negligible for the overall results of Cs
release; however, the CsOH in the “Card” option varies from other results.
Table 1 Comparison of Cs releases of investigated options (CORSOR-BOOTH)

Table 2 Comparison Cs releases of investigated options (revised CORSOR-BOOTH)

3.2. Cs retention in the RCS
The following evaluated parameter is related to the second FOM considered for UQ analysis, namely Cs
retention in the RCS. In MELCOR, the parameter defined as a total radioactive mass of Cs classes,
including the mass deposited on heat structures, was used for the analysis. All control volumes were
considered, excluding the containment. To extract the mass of the retained Cs element from the total mass
of the Cs classes, the Cs mass ratios mentioned previously were used.
Table 3 and Table 4 show the Cs retention results in the RCS, respectively, for the CORSOR-BOOTH and
revised CORSOR-BOOTH release models. The retained masses of the Cs vary between investigated
options; however, they are consistent with the releases. The highest Cs retention occurs in the “Inventory”
option followed by “Only_Cs” and “Card”, which is expected taking into account molecular mass of
related compounds and the differences in the release from fuel. In the “Inventory” the high fraction of
released Cs2MoO4 leads to the highest retention fraction. However, the difference between the “Inventory”
and the “Card” cases is negligible. The “Card” option gives the lowest retention in agreement with the
lowest releases calculated with this option. The proportion between released and retained masses among
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Cs classes does not change. The “Card” option, with both release models, gives the lowest values of the
initial Cs inventory retention, around 37%. In contrast, the other two cases calculate approximately 41%
of Cs inventory retention while the experiment noted about 48% [17],[19]. In the case of the retained
percentage of the released Cs mass, all the calculations give relatively similar results. Namely, retained
percentage of the released cesium is between 46.63% and 48.66%, which gives around a 2% difference
between all cases. Based on that 2% discrepancy, it could be assumed that there is no direct impact of the
Cs speciation or release model on the Cs retention.
The presented analysis of the Cs retention aligns with the above-discussed observations concerning
releases. Thus, the Cs speciation affects the proportion of the Cs distribution among the RN classes and
consequently the related compound’s mass, having only an indirect impact on the retention by causing the
differences in the released mass. However, it should be highlighted that presented results concern only the
end state of the calculation.
Table 3 Comparison of Cs retention of investigated options (CORSOR-BOOTH)

Table 4 Comparison of Cs retention of investigated options (revised CORSOR-BOOTH)

3.3. Aerosol mass in the containment
Aerosol mass in the containment at the end of the transient is the next investigated parameter. The
radioactive aerosol mass evolution in the containment was used as a parameter to study above-mentioned
FOM. The data that compares the investigated cases are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
The effect of Cs speciation and the CORSOR-BOOTH model on the aerosol mass in the containment is
shown in Figure 3. The first phase of the test was core degradation, during which aerosols were released
to the containment. This phase lasted approximately 18000s, which is the time of the highest aerosol
concentration in the containment, Figure 3. After the core degradation phase, the containment was isolated
from the reactor coolant circuit, and the airborne aerosol concentration in the containment started to
decrease. During this so-called “Aerosol phase”, the Cs speciation has only a minor effect on the total
aerosol depletion as expected. Some differences in airborne aerosol concentration are seen during the core
degradation phase. Especially once larger aerosol release was started at around 12000 s, the three
speciation options show slightly different aerosol release dynamics. The “Inventory” option calculates the
highest aerosol release in the both, core degradation and aerosol phase. The end state shows the highest
deposition for the “Inventory” followed by “Only_Cs”. The “Card” calculates the lowest deposition in the
aerosol phase.
The results obtained by revised CORSOR-BOOTH results follow the described above behavior during the
core degradation phase, Figure 4. However, on average, the revised release model calculates higher values
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and the aerosol mass at the end of the calculations differs less than in the case with standard CORSORBOOTH. Still, the deposition calculated with the “Card” option is similarly low to the previously discussed
case. Also, the difference in the highest aerosol concentration was noticed. In the aerosol phase, the
“Only_Cs” and “Card” option shows the highest aerosol mass, opposite to the calculations performed with
standard CORSOR-BOOT. The increase of aerosol mass for “Card” and “Only_Cs” is mainly related to
enlarged releases of U for these two options when the revised release model is used, discussed in the next
sub-chapter.
The different aerosol dynamics in the containment presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the impact of
Cs speciation and confirm its importance for such studies. Indeed, it strongly depends on the particular
study demands. The observed behavior suggests that uncertainty and related discrepancies should be
investigated in a time-dependent manner. It was shown that if only the results at 30000s were considered,
the total mass of aerosols in the containment (proposed FOM) would not be significantly affected by Cs
speciation, which could be the case for the degradation phase.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show respectively the radioactive mass of the Cs speciation aerosols in the
containment and the mass of the Cs element in the containment aerosols at the end of the analysis. The
values presented in the above figures show that the release model has a limited impact on the release of
Cs into the containment. The most visible difference is that the revised release model with “Card” option
calculates lower values and the Cs class is significantly lower. Still, it is consistent with its low release.
The Cs mass variation relates mainly with the Cs speciation; however, it needs to be highlighted that the
presented data represents the final stage of the calculations. The high values given by “Card” are consistent
with discussed previously lower deposition fraction. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show how aerosol masses
changed among cases; thus, more detailed time-dependent analyses should be performed to fully
understand the impact of the Cs speciation on the containment aerosols.
The difference in the peak value of aerosol concentration in the containment with the different Cs
speciation options is only partly explained by the Cs speciation. It is seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8 that the
aerosol mass in the containment consists to a large extent of U and Ag. Their concentration in the
containment depends mostly on the selected fuel release model and, to a smaller extent, on Cs speciation.
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Figure 3 Total airborne aerosol mass comparison of investigated Cs speciation options in the
containment CVH, using CORSOR-BOOTH.

Figure 4 Total airborne aerosol mass comparison of investigated Cs speciation options in the
containment CVH, using revised CORSOR-BOOTH.
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Figure 5 The mass of radioactive airborne Cs classes aerosols in the containment at the end of the
transient.

Figure 6 Cs element mass related to the airborne aerosols in the containment at the end of the
transient.
Figure 7 shows calculated radioactive mass and Figure 8 total mass of chosen RN classes in the airborne
aerosols at the end of the transient. As expected, Cs and related Mo masses vary among cases caused
directly by implementing Cs speciation. However, U and AIC classes show significant discrepancies as
well. The U and Mo releases in the CORSOR-BOOTH model are much lower than when the revised
releases model is used. This discrepancy is expected as the revised model allows releases independently
from Cs releases. The release model affects less the Cs and Te than AIC classes, which shows the highest
variations between all cases. Especially high discrepancies in AIC related aerosols were noticed when the
“Card” and the “Inventory” were used. The FPT1 results show that a large fraction of the aerosol
composition consists of Ag, followed by Cd, U and Cs [14], confirming the importance of the AIC
materials, which are responsible for more than 60% of the total aerosols in the containment. The obtained
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discrepancies of the control rods material releases and theirs influence on the overall results confirm the
importance of the AIC related uncertainty study.

Figure 7 Radioactive mass of the selected airborne aerosols in the containment at the end of the
calculation at 30000 s.

Figure 8 Total mass of the selected airborne aerosols in the containment at the end of the
calculation at 30000 s.
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4. FINAL REMARKS
The presented study focuses on the impact of Cs speciation and fuel release models on fission product
release and aerosol transport in the Phébus FPT-1 test. The work has been conducted using MELCOR
sensitivity calculations in the frame of the EU MUSA project. The main task was the preparation of the
input deck for the foreseen UQ analysis and gathering the knowledge about MELCOR release models and
Cs speciation. The project concentrates on the uncertainties of severe accident analysis, focusing on the
source term. The main goal is to develop a dedicated methodology for uncertainty analysis of the nuclear
severe accidents. As preparation for UQ analysis, the authors performed a sensitivity study on the
MELCOR release models and the different methods of Cs speciation implementation. In this work, the
authors analyzed the above-mentioned sensitivity’s impact on potential FOMs, namely aerosol
composition in the containment and the Cs retention in the RCS. In total, six sensitivity calculations were
performed using two release models: CORSOR-BOOTH, revised CORSOR-BOOTH and three Cs
speciation configurations: initial inventory implementation, class combination card and Cs present only as
CsOH. The authors focus on the sensitivity impact to the Cs releases and retention in the RCS along with
aerosol mass in the containment.
The results show that the Cs speciation impacts the Cs release from the fuel, and consequently, it affects
the Cs retention in the RCS. Representation of the Cs speciation in the calculation has only a small effect
on the containment aerosol concentration, which is more sensitive to the fuel release modelling. Applying
the revised CORSOR BOOTH model over the standard CORSOR-BOOTH model more than doubled the
concentration of certain elements in the containment at the end of the calculation. Thus it needs to
emphasize that the selection of the release model has a major effect on the released masses, thereby it
could have a significant effect on overall aerosol behavior in the accident analysis.
Of the Cs speciation options, the “Inventory” and the “Only_Cs” options calculate the highest Cs release
varying between 85-88% of the initial Cs inventory when the “Card” gives 76%. Moreover, the way of
implementing the Cs speciation affects the distribution of the Cs element amongst the Cs related classes.
The “Inventory” calculates higher CsOH and Cs2MoO4 when the “Card” gives higher releases of CsI class
accordingly.
The Cs retention results follow the calculated releases. Namely, the “Inventory” and the “Only_Cs”
calculate Cs retention around 41% and the “Card” around 37% of the initial Cs inventory mass. The results
show that the Cs speciation indirect affect the retention due to the different compound mass.
The sensitivity analysis of the aerosol composition in the containment shows differences also in the
transition phase, which is not visible at the end of the simulation. It emphasizes the need for timedependent sensitivity and uncertainty analysis in transient simulations. Additionally, the transient
comparison shows the impact of the Cs speciation on the containment aerosol mass in the core degradation
phase. The cases where the Cs2MoO4 or CsI were a significant part of the releases show an earlier increase
in the containment aerosol mass. The most impacted classes are related to Cs, U and AIC materials. Thus,
the obtained results differ mainly for the AIC and U classes when the Cs, Mo, and Te show less variation
between the calculated sensitivity cases. It could suggest that AIC release and related parameters should
be further investigated in the UQ analysis.
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